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Real-time absorption and scattering
characterization of slab-shaped turbid samples
obtained by a combination of angular and
spatially resolved measurements

Jan S. Dam, Nazila Yavari, Søren Sørensen, and Stefan Andersson-Engels

We present a fast and accurate method for real-time determination of the absorption coefficient, the
scattering coefficient, and the anisotropy factor of thin turbid samples by using simple continuous-wave
noncoherent light sources. The three optical properties are extracted from recordings of angularly
resolved transmittance in addition to spatially resolved diffuse reflectance and transmittance. The
applied multivariate calibration and prediction techniques are based on multiple polynomial regression
in combination with a Newton–Raphson algorithm. The numerical test results based on Monte Carlo
simulations showed mean prediction errors of approximately 0.5% for all three optical properties within
ranges typical for biological media. Preliminary experimental results are also presented yielding errors
of approximately 5%. Thus the presented methods show a substantial potential for simultaneous ab-
sorption and scattering characterization of turbid media. © 2005 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 170.3890, 170.7050.

1. Introduction

The optical properties,1 i.e., the absorption coefficient
�a, the scattering coefficient �s, and the anisotropy
factor g, of a turbid (i.e., multiple-scattering) medium
can provide important information on the composi-
tion and the dynamics of the medium. Whereas �a

renders information on the concentration of various
chromophores,2,3 �s and g provide information on the
form, size, and concentration of the scattering com-
ponents in the medium.4,5 Thus accurate and fast
determination of �a, �s, and g of turbid media is use-
ful and important in numerous fields of science and
medicine, as well as industry and environmental
monitoring. Some examples are tissue characteriza-
tion in cancer diagnostics and therapy,6 medical di-

agnostics with biological fluids,7 and process control
in breweries and dairies.8,9 However, most existing
methods for optical analysis of turbid media are not
able to extract �a, �s, and g simultaneously and many
methods also focus on either the absorption or the
scattering properties, i.e., the scattering effects are
treated as interference during absorption measure-
ments9,10 or vice versa.11,12 Yet other methods rely on
removal of the scattering components prior to absorp-
tion measurements, e.g., some types of clinical blood
analysis13,14 where the blood cells are hemolyzed (the
cell walls are crushed) and subsequently removed
from the sample either by means of sedimentation or
centrifugation.

Integrating sphere (IS) measurements15–17 are
widely used as a reference method for determination
of �a, �s, and g for relatively thin turbid samples.
Here, the optical properties are extracted from mea-
surements of the total diffuse reflectance Rtot and the
total diffuse transmittance Ttot of either a solid slab or
a suspension in a cuvette. IS measurements may be
carried out using a single- or a double-sphere setup.
In the latter case, Rtot and Ttot can be recorded simul-
taneously without moving the sample; but because of
optical cross talk between the two spheres, the accu-
racy is normally decreased compared with a single-
sphere setup. Still, only �a and the reduced scattering
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coefficient �s� � �1 � g��s can be determined from
pure Rtot and Ttot measurements. To separate �s� into
�s and g it is necessary to perform additional mea-
surements of the collimated transmittance Tc in a
separate setup, i.e., the sample has to be moved once
again. Moreover, it is complicated to perform accu-
rate Tc measurements in practice; thus IS-based
methods are applied mainly for research purposes.
Methods for simultaneous extraction of �a, �s, and g
based on angularly resolved transmittance measure-
ments have also been suggested18; however, these
methods also typically involve complex instrumenta-
tion.

In summary, the existing methods for determina-
tion of optical properties from thin turbid samples
either imply more or less accurate interference com-
pensation techniques, bulky equipment, inconve-
nient sample handling, or technically complicated
measurements. Hence, there is an obvious need for
more compact, handy, and accurate techniques for
this type of measurements.

In the following we present a novel method for
real-time simultaneous determination of �a, �s, and g
from slab-shaped turbid samples using continuous-
wave (i.e., steady-state) light sources. We first de-
scribe the geometric configuration of the setup and
the principles of the applied multivariate calibration
and prediction techniques, which are based on the
so-called multiple polynomial regression (MPR)17 in
conjunction with a Newton–Raphson (N-R) algo-
rithm.19 Then, using Monte Carlo (MC) simulated
data,20 we show how the optical properties can be
determined from four (or less) combined recordings of
the angularly resolved transmittance, the spatially
resolved diffuse transmittance, and the spatially re-
solved diffuse reflectance of the sample. Finally, we
present preliminary experimental results obtained
from measurements on a set of solid epoxy phantoms
and from measurements on a series of milk samples.

2. Methods

As stated above, the purpose of the research de-
scribed in this paper is to extract �a, �s, and g from
recordings of various combinations of angularly and
spatially resolved reflected and transmitted intensi-
ties from a slab-shaped turbid sample using multi-
variate calibration.

A. Geometric Configuration

The basic geometric configuration of the setup used
for the analyses in this paper is shown in Fig. 1. The
setup models a cuvette with sample thickness ds

� 1.0 mm, wall thickness dw � 1.0 mm, and colli-
mated beam diameter db � 1.0 mm. The refractive
indices of the sample ns, the wall nw, and the sur-
rounding media nm are 1.33, 1.49, and 1.00, respec-
tively. Recordings of the spatially resolved diffuse
reflectance and transmittance from the cuvette are
denoted as R and T, respectively, whereas various
recordings of the angularly resolved transmittance
are denoted as �i, where i � 1, 2, . . . .

Figure 2 shows the schematics of the four different
R, T, and � configurations that we investigate in this
paper. In Fig. 2(a), �a, �s, and g are predicted from
three angular recordings, �1, �2, and �3. In Fig. 2(b),
�s and g are predicted from two angular recordings,
�1 and �2. Figure 2(c) is used to predict �a and ��s from
two spatial recordings, R and T. Finally, in Fig. 2(d),
a combination of the recordings in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c),
i.e., �1, �2, R, and T, is applied to extract �a, �s, and
g.

B. Monte Carlo Simulations

To investigate the optical property prediction perfor-
mances of the four configurations shown in Fig. 2, a
series of MC simulations based on the geometry spec-
ified in Fig. 1 was carried out.20 Thus, in each single
MC simulation, R and T were recorded as a function
of the radial distance rT and rR, respectively, and �i

Fig. 1. Geometric configuration of setup for measuring �a, �s, and
g, where R and T are the spatially resolved diffuse reflectance and
transmittance, respectively, with radial distance r. The angularly
resolved transmittance is denoted as �, where � is the deflection
angle and � is the acceptance angle. Finally, ds is the sample
thickness, db is the diameter of the collimated source beam, and dw

is the thickness of the cuvette walls.

Fig. 2. Four different setups used to predict optical properties
with various combinations of spatially or angularly resolved data.
Each single setup can be used for determination of (a) �a, �s, and
g; (b) �s and g; (c) �a and �s�; (d) �a, �s, and g. See Fig. 1 for
nomenclature.
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was recorded as a function of the deflection angle �
and the acceptance angle �. In each case, rT and rR

varied within the ranges 0–10 mm in steps of
0.1 mm, whereas � varied within the range 0°–90° in
steps of 0.25°.

The scored recordings of R, T, and � were obtained
and stored in a 21 � 19 � 11 calibration matrix, i.e.,
a database containing all combinations of 21 values of
�a, 19 values of �s, and 11 values of g within the
typical biological ranges21:

0 � �a � 2 cm�1,

10 � �s � 200 cm�1,

0.85 � g � 0.99. (1)

Previous research17 using similar analysis methods
in conjunction with IS measurements showed rela-
tive errors �1% between the calculated calibration
models and the actual MC simulated model based on
106 photon packets within typical biological ranges of
�a and �s�. Preliminary investigations in this work
showed similar results regarding the stochastic noise
of the MC simulations. Thus the calibration matrix
applied throughout this paper was generated using
106 photon packets in each single case. Note that this
does not imply that the calibration models might be
off by �1% in some cases, as the applied MPR cali-
bration algorithms effectively smoothen out any ran-
dom fluctuations caused by the stochastic nature of
the MC simulations.

C. Multivariate Calibration and Prediction

To provide a calibration model for the subsequent
prediction analyses, the so-called MPR was applied
on the MC simulated recordings of R, T, and � stored
in the 21 � 19 � 11 calibration matrix. Preliminary
tests with third-, fourth-, and fifth-order polynomials
showed that third-order polynomials yielded the
highest accuracy and stability; thus third-order poly-
nomials were used for all analyses in this paper. The
exact MPR algorithm applied depends on the specific
configuration in question, i.e., Figs. 2(a), 2(b), 2(c), or
2(d). In the following, the configuration in Fig. 2(a)
will serve to illustrate the general principles of the
applied MPR algorithm. First a subset of the 21
� 19 � 11 calibration matrix was rearranged into a
I � J matrix, where I is the number of samples used
(i.e., I � 4389 � 21 � 19 � 11) and J is the number
of applied variables, i.e., J � 3 in this case:

Here, �i, 1, �i, 2, and �i, 3 are the recorded angularly
resolved transmittance [see Figs. 1 and 2(a)], and the
functions g1, g2, and g3 are triple polynomials defined
as

g1(�a, �s, g) � �
k�0

M

�
l�0

M

�
q�0

M

aklq�a
k�s

lgq,

g2(�a, �s, g) � �
k�0

M

�
l�0

M

�
q�0

M

bklq�a
k�s

lgq,

g3(�a, �s, g) � �
k�0

M

�
l�0

M

�
q�0

M

cklq�a
k�s

lgq. (3)

Accordingly, aklq, bklq, and cklq are the fitting (or cali-
bration) coefficients determined by least-squares re-
gression, and M is the order of the polynomials (i.e.,
M � 3 in this paper).

The next step is to solve the inverse problem of
determining �a and �s� from recorded prediction data
sets, i.e., sets of ��1, meas �2, meas �3, meas� with unknown
values of �a, �s, and g. First we define

F(�a, �s, g) � g1 � �1, meas,

G(�a, �s, g) � g2 � �2, meas,

H(�a, �s, g) � g3 � �3, meas, (4)

where g1–3 are defined by Eqs. (3). Then we use a N-R
algorithm [Eqs. (5)] to perform converging iterative
calculations of �a, �s, and g:

��F(�a, k, �s, k, gk)
G(�a, k, �s, k, gk)
H(�a, k, �s, k, gk)

	�
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��s
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��a, k�1

�s, k�1

gk�1
	���a, k

�s, k

gk
	��ha, k

hs, k

hg, k
	

k � 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , (5)

where ha, hs, and hg are the correction terms of �a, �s,
and g, respectively. The calculations continue until
ha, hs, and hg have dropped below predefined maxi-
mum values (i.e., in this paper, h � 10�6).



�1, 1 �1, 2 �1, 3

�2, 1 �2, 2 �2, 3

. . . . . . . . .
�I, 1 �I, 2 �I, 3

� � 

g1(�a, 1, �s, 1, g1) g2(�a, 1, �s, 1, g1) g3(�a, 1, �s, 1, g1)
g1(�a, 2, �s, 2, g2) g2(�a, 2, �s, 2, g2) g3(�a, 2, �s, 2, g2)

. . . . . . . . .
g1(�a, I, �s, I, gI) g2(�a, I, �s, I, gI) g3(�a, I, �s, I, gI)

�. (2)
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In Fig. 2(b) we have two variables only, i.e., �1 and
�2. Consequently, only two optical properties, i.e., �s

and g, are applied in the algorithms of Eqs. (2)–(5). In
turn, the three triple polynomials g1–3��a, �s, g� in Eq.
(2) are replaced by two double polynomials g1–2��s, g�,
and the dimensions of the matrices and functions in
the subsequent Eqs. (3)–(5) are changed accordingly.
Likewise, during the analyses of Fig. 2(c) only R and
T are recorded. Thus only �a and �s� and double
polynomials of the form g��a, �s�� are applied in the
algorithms of Eqs. (2)–(5). Such two-variable MPR
techniques have been described in detail in some of
our previous work on IS measurements and analy-
ses.17 In Fig. 2(d) we have four variables �J � 4�.
Since the MPR–N-R method implies exactly three
variables to predict �a, �s, and g, we have to apply
some sort of dimension reduction. For this we use the
principal component analysis (PCA),22 that is, we
perform PCA on the I � 4 calibration matrix and then
use the resulting three main principal components to
create a new I � 3 matrix as input to the calibration
and prediction algorithms described by Eqs. (2)–(5).
By applying PCA here, we expect that any relevant
information on the relationship between �R T �1 �2�
and ��a �s g� in the calibration data set will be con-
centrated in the three main principal components
and that any embedded noise, e.g., stochastic MC
noise, will be isolated in the fourth principal compo-
nent, which is then discarded during calibration and
prediction.

D. Phantom and Milk Sample Measurements

To support the presented numerical results we also
performed preliminary experiments using measure-
ments on solid epoxy phantoms23 and milk samples.
These experiments were carried out using a labora-
tory setup based on the geometry shown in Fig. 2(d).
In this case, the thickness of the samples ds was
1.0 mm; the radial distances rR and rT were 2.5 and
2.0 mm, respectively; and the angles �1 and �2 were
0° and 5°, respectively. Furthermore, a He–Ne laser
�633 nm� with a beam diameter db of 1.0 mm was
used as a light source. Optical fibers were used to
collect the output signals from the setup. These fibers
were connected to a set of silicon detectors with
matching amplifier electronics mounted in a break-
out box. This box was connected to a data-acquisition
PC card controlled by LabVIEW software.

3. Results

All the prediction errors that we report in this section
are mean errors relative to the total optical property
ranges of the applied prediction test data.

A. Numerical Tests

To test the performance of the four configurations in
Fig. 2, we first generated a set of MC simulated pre-
diction data with 20 random combinations of optical
properties within the ranges:

0 � �a � 2 cm�1,

50 � �s � 100 cm�1,

0.85 � g � 0.95. (6)

All prediction data were generated with 107 photons.
Table 1 shows the results from the prediction tests by
use of these data in conjunction with the four config-
urations in Fig. 2. In each case the prediction errors
were minimized using error plots similar to Fig. 3,
i.e., the applied angles � or distances r in each of the
four configurations represent the combinations of �
and r values yielding minimal overall prediction er-
rors. Table 2 shows the optimal angles and the dis-
tances corresponding to the errors listed in Table 1.
The �s range of the above prediction data [inequali-
ties (6)] covers only a part of the range spanned by the
calibration model [inequalities (1)]. To test the per-
formance of the prediction algorithms on a wider
range of the calibration model, we generated two ad-
ditional test sets with �a and g ranges similar to
inequalities (6), but with the following �s ranges:
�10 � �s � 50 cm�1� and �100 � �s � 150 cm�1�,
respectively. The prediction errors for all three �s

ranges are given in Table 3.
In some cases, the sample thickness ds � 1.0 mm of

the applied calibration model may be too large for
proper prediction at large �a and �s values (see Table
3). A calibration model with a smaller ds may of
course solve this problem. Another solution is to em-
ploy the technique of scaling both the optical coeffi-
cients and the sample thickness.24 This will enable
use of the original calibration data (with ds, org
� 1.0 mm) on samples with ds, new � 1.0 mm by mul-
tiplying the predicted �a and �s values with the scal-
ing factor s � ds, org�ds, new. Figure 4 shows the
resulting correlation plots of true and scaled pre-
dicted values of �a, �s, and g when prediction data
with ds, new � 0.5 mm are used as input to the original
calibration model with ds, org � 1.0 mm.

Dividing a large calibration data set into smaller
subsets may improve the overall accuracy. Thus, by
splitting the prediction data in Fig. 4 into three �s

subranges [indicated by the dashed lines in Fig. 4(b)]
and applying three separate calibration submodels as
well, the mean of the �a and g prediction errors
dropped from 2.2% to 0.59% and from 0.59% to 0.26%,

Table 1. Mean Prediction Errors from the Analyses on the Four
Configurations in Fig. 2 at Optimal Settings for R, T, �1, and �2

Configuration

Mean Prediction Errors (%)

�a �s g �s�

Fig. 2(a) 0.83 0.47 0.68 —
Fig. 2(b) — 0.95 3.9 —
Fig. 2(c) 0.84 — — 0.23
Fig. 2(d) 0.17 0.45 0.43 —
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Fig. 4. Predicted values of (a) �a, (b) �s, and (c) g as a function of
the true values obtained with the setup of Fig. 2(d) �ds

� 1.0 mm� in conjunction with downscaled prediction data �ds

� 0.5 mm�. The corresponding prediction errors of �a, �s, and g are
2.2, 0.40, and 0.59%, respectively. The dashed lines in (b) indicate
the �s ranges of three subsets of calibration and prediction data.
The resulting �a, �s, and g prediction errors obtained from these
subranges are 0.59, 0.58, and 0.26%, respectively.

Table 2. Optimum Angles and Distances of the Four Configurations in
Fig. 2

Configuration

Angles � (deg)
Distances r

�mm�

�1 �2 �3 T R

Fig. 2(a) 0 3 60 — —
Fig. 2(b) 0 3 — — —
Fig. 2(c) — — — 0.7 2.0
Fig. 2(d) 0 5 — 2.0 2.5

Fig. 3. Prediction errors of (a) �a, (b) �s, and (c) g as a function of
rT and rR with the setup of Fig. 2(d) in conjunction with a prediction
data set defined by inequalities (6). The deflection angles of �1 and
�2 were 0° and 5°, respectively.

Table 3. Prediction Errors for Various �s Ranges from the
Configuration of Fig. 2(d)

Varying �s Ranges

Mean Prediction Errors
(%)

�a �s g

10 � �s � 50 cm�1 1.7 0.10 0.28
50 � �s � 100 cm�1 0.17 0.45 0.43
100 � �s � 150 cm�1 8.6 36 14
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respectively. However, the �s prediction error also
showed a slight increase, rising from 0.40% to 0.58%.

During the analysis of the data in Table 1, the
acceptance angles of �2 and �3, i.e., 	2 and 	3, both
were 1°, and the acceptance angles of �1 and 	1 was
0.25°. Such a relatively small acceptance angle may
be difficult to implement in practice; thus Fig. 5(a)
shows the prediction errors of �a, �s, and g as a func-
tion of 	1. Noise is another problem encountered dur-
ing real measurements. To illustrate the effect of
random noise in the prediction data set, Fig. 5(b)
shows the prediction errors of �a, �s, and g as a func-
tion of the applied number of photons m for five oth-
erwise similar prediction sets. The optical property
ranges for the prediction data in both Fig. 5(a) and
5(b) are given by inequalities (6).

B. Experimental Results

Figure 6 shows the prediction results from the epoxy
phantom measurements. As it is shown the predic-
tion errors of �a and �s� are 5.9% and 3.0%, respec-
tively. The reference values of the 25 epoxy phantoms
were determined using an IS setup as described in a
previous paper.23 The g factor of the applied epoxy
phantoms was almost constant �g � 0.75�; thus we
performed prediction analyses of �a and �s� only. Be-
cause of the inherent difficulties in reproducing the
exact geometry of the measurement setup in the MC
simulations, we chose to base the prediction analysis
on the so-called leave-one-out cross-validation tests
performed directly on the 25 phantoms, i.e., the pre-

diction of �a and �s� of a single phantom in the 25
phantom set was carried out using a calibration
model generated from the �a and �s� reference values
of the remaining 24 phantoms. To ensure a proper
calibration model range we included predictions on
the inner 9 phantoms of the 25 phantoms only, as
indicated in Fig. 6. Several analyses with various
combinations of measured R, T, �1, and �2 data were
performed, both with and without applying PCA.
However, it turned out that in this particular case a
combination of R and �1 data solely provided the best
prediction results for �a and �s�.

To assess how the measurement setup handled bi-
ological and liquid samples and how such measure-
ments compared with MC simulations, we also
carried out a series of measurements on milk samples
with varying water contents in a flow cuvette. At the
time, it was not possible to obtain reference values of
�a, �s�, and g for the milk samples, so the investiga-
tions were limited to the inspection of the raw T, �1,
and �2 data shown in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b). Note that
the measured R data had to be discarded subse-
quently because of a faulty detector. The indicated fat
percentage of the diluted milk samples in Fig. 7(a)

Fig. 5. Prediction errors of �a, �s, and g as a function of (a) the
acceptance angle 	a of �1 and (b) the number of photons used to
generate the prediction data. The optical property ranges of the
prediction data are in both cases defined by inequalities (6), and
ds � 1.0 mm.

Fig. 6. Experimental prediction results of �a and �s� based on R
and �1 measurements on epoxy phantoms. The reference values of
the phantoms were determined using an IS setup.23 MEP, mean
error of prediction.
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was calculated on the basis of the fat content stated
by the dairy; furthermore, multiple series of natural
and low-fat milk with water added were used, hence
the gaps of the curves in Fig. 7(a). Since reference
values of �a, �s�, and g for the milk samples were not
available, numerous MC simulations with combina-
tions of �a and g from the MC calibration set [ine-
qualities (1)] were examined by visual inspection. As
illustrated in Fig. 7(b), it appeared that MC simula-
tions based on �a and g values of 0.1 cm�1 and 0.94,
respectively, showed a good resemblance with the
milk sample measurements.

4. Discussion

A. Optimum Setup

The results in Table 1 show that it is possible to
predict �a, �s, and g with errors less than 1% using
the purely angularly resolved configuration of Fig.
2(a). However, the relatively large optimum angle of
�3 �
�3

� 60°� in this configuration, may be inconve-
nient to implement in real applications. Thus, in a
search for a more feasible geometric configuration, we

tested the configurations in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) as well.
Figure 2(c) was chosen because of its similarity to the
IS measurements, hence we also chose to perform
prediction tests on �a in combination with �s� instead
of �s. The results in Table 1 show that both �a and �s�
can be predicted with good accuracy using this setup.
Now that we were able to perform an accurate deter-
mination of �a and �s�, the next step was to find a
feasible geometric configuration for accurate deter-
mination of either �s or g. Then it would be possible,
in principle, to determine all three optical properties
by combining the two configurations. On the basis of
our experience with Fig. 2(a), we chose to apply Fig.
2(b) for the �s and g prediction tests. From Table 1 it
appears that at least �s may be predicted with good
accuracy using this configuration, while the predic-
tion accuracy of g is moderate. Still, according to the
above considerations, we required only the prediction
of �s or g to be accurate; thus we finally combined
Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) finally leading to the hybrid con-
figuration in Fig. 2(d).

Figure 2(d) obviously has four output variables,
i.e., �1, �2, T and R. Because the applied MPR–N-R
algorithms imply exactly three variables to deter-
mine the three requested optical properties, i.e., �a,
�s, and g, we chose to apply the PCA to reduce the
dimension of the variables from four to three. In
short, the PCA procedure extracts the relevant infor-
mation in a set of calibration variables and generates
a new set of variables, the so-called principal compo-
nents, i.e., PC1, PC2, and so on, which are sorted
according to their respective variances. As a result,
almost all information on �a, �s, and g from �1, �2, T,
and R is embedded in PC1–3, whereas a major part of
the random noise from the MC simulations are iso-
lated in PC4, which is disregarded during calibration
and prediction. As a bonus, use of the PCA thus de-
creases the noise sensitivity of the applied prediction
methods, i.e., the robustness of the method is in-
creased.

Initially, we performed prediction tests on Fig. 2(d)
using the optimal angles and distances found during
the analysis of Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) (see Table 2). This
also yielded good results, but the short optimal dis-
tance of T �rt � 0.7 mm� may be difficult to implement
if goniometric measurements at �1 and �2 are to be
performed simultaneously. We therefore carried out
the error analysis depicted in Fig. 3. The results
showed that there is no need for a meticulous selec-
tion of rT and rR in Fig. 2(d) as long as 1.5 � �rT rR�
� 3.0 mm, where the lower limit was determined by
the prediction errors of �a and the upper limit by the
prediction errors of g. It also appeared that the pre-
diction errors of �s was practically invariant in the
range 0 � �rT rR� � 4 mm. The results depicted in Fig.
3 are based on 
�1

� 0° and 
�2
� 5°. We carried out

similar analyses for the range 1° � 
�2
� 10° as well.

The results showed that the prediction accuracy of all
three optical properties were practically independent
of 
�2

in this range. Because of these loose restrictions
on the geometric configuration of �1, �2, T, and R, the
configuration in Fig. 2(d) appears to be relatively sim-

Fig. 7. (a) Measured and (b) MC simulated R, T, �1, and �2 data.
The measurements were carried out on milk samples with varying
water contents in a flow cuvette, and the MC data were extracted
from the calibration set defined by inequalities (1). Note that the R
data in (a) were discarded because of a faulty detector.
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ple and straightforward to implement. As a conse-
quence, we based all further analyses on this
configuration using the values of 
�1

, 
�2
, rT, and rR

listed in Table 2 [for Fig. 2(d)]. Table 3 shows that the
prediction performance of Fig. 2(d) is good in the
lower and the middle �s ranges. Still, the prediction
error of �a in the lower �s range is significantly larger
than the other errors. This may be due to the fact that
the calibration model was optimized for the middle
range. Moreover, the analyses on Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)
suggest that the information on �a, to a large extent,
is embedded in the spatially resolved recordings of R
and T. Thus, if �s � 10 cm�1, this, statistically speak-
ing, leads to one single-scattering event if the sample
thickness ds � 1.0 mm. Consequently, only a few pho-
tons will be recorded at rT � 2.0 mm and rR

� 2.5 mm, leading to a poor prediction of �a. In this
case it may be advantageous to apply a larger ds. The
prediction accuracy of the upper �s range in Table 3
is inadequate. Here, a large sample thickness in con-
junction with large �s values lead to an almost com-
plete diffuse transmittance, i.e., it is difficult to
extract any information on �s and g from the gonio-
metric recordings of �1 and �2, which in turn makes it
difficult to determine �a as well. In this case it may be
advantageous to decrease ds.

B. Model Scaling

As discussed above, the sample thickness ds

� 1.0 mm may be too large for proper prediction of
large values of �s. As mentioned in the results above,
this problem may be solved by applying a calibration
model and prediction data with a smaller ds. How-
ever, in some cases, it may be too tedious to generate
a new calibration model. Therefore we tried to feed
downscaled prediction data, i.e., ds � 0.5 mm, to the
original calibration model �ds � 1.0 mm� and then
subsequently correct the results by multiplying the
predicted �a and �s by 2. During such a procedure, it
is important to remember that rT, rR, and db of the
prediction data have to be scaled as well, in opposi-
tion to the � data, which are invariant to any scaling
of ds. The results given in Fig. 4 show a good predic-
tion accuracy for �a, �s, and g, although the �s range
is substantially wider than, e.g., the individual tests
reported in Table 3. Still, the prediction error of �a

� 2.2% may be unacceptable in some cases. However,
as stated above this error may be substantially re-
duced by splitting the calibration model used in Fig.
4 into three submodels. As a trade-off, the prediction
error of �s is slightly increased, probably owing to the
reduced �s resolution of the three calibration sub-
models compared with the full-range model. Thus, in
real applications that demand high accuracy and
wide optical property ranges, a two-step prediction
algorithm might be advantageous. This could be im-
plemented by first making a rough estimate of �a, �s,
and g and then subsequently zoom in on the relevant
submodel to perform a second more accurate predic-
tion of �a. In summary, the results in Fig. 4 actually
suggest that a calibration model with ds � 0.5 mm

would be a better choice as a general-purpose model
for the optical property ranges defined by inequalities
(1) than the model with ds � 1.0 mm that we started
out with.

C. Acceptance Angle and Noise Considerations

During the analysis leading to the results in Table 3,
the acceptance angle 	1 was 0.25°. Because such a
relatively small angle may be difficult to implement
in some applications, we carried out a series of pre-
diction tests with varying 	1. The results from these
tests are shown in Fig. 5(a). It appears that the pre-
diction error of �a is unaffected by the changes in 	1
and that the prediction errors of both �s and g in-
crease more or less linearly as function of 	1. This
agrees well with the above discussions regarding the
optimum setup, which suggest that �a is mainly de-
termined from the R and T data, as opposed to �s and
g, which are mainly determined from �1 and �2. The
increase in the errors of �s and g is most likely due to
the fact that, when 	1 increases, so does the proba-
bility that the recorded photons may have been scat-
tered twice or more and still be within the limits of 	1.
In other words, two (or more) scattering events may
be misinterpreted as a single-scattering event lead-
ing to incorrect values of �s and g. However, the
results in Fig. 5(a) also show that 	1 may be increased
to at least 2° without any serious reduction of the
overall prediction accuracy. In light of the practical
problems encountered during Tc measurements in
connection with IS measurements, this result is in-
teresting, because it is a considerably simpler task to
perform �1 measurements with a finite acceptance
angle �	1 � 1°� than Tc measurements with 	1 � 0°.
But the above discussion also suggests that predic-
tions made with Fig. 2(d) on data with large g values
may cause problems. Thus we tested our method on a
set of prediction data with �a and �s ranges similar to
inequalities (6), but with a wider g range, i.e., 0.9
� g � 0.98. The results showed prediction errors
�0.7% for all three optical properties. This leads to
the conclusion that our method may be extended to
include at least g � 0.98 without any serious effect on
the overall performance.

As mentioned above, noise is another practical
problem encountered during real measurements. The
decay of the prediction errors shown in Fig. 5(b)
agrees well with the theoretical Pnoise � �1�m�0.5 rela-
tion between the random MC noise Pnoise and the
number of applied photons m. Furthermore, it ap-
pears that all three errors have dropped below 1%
already at m � 106. These results only stress the
importance of minimizing the noise sources during
real measurements.

D. Phantom and Milk Measurements

The experimental prediction errors of �a and �s� of
the epoxy phantoms (i.e., 3.0% and 5.9%) are consid-
erably larger than the errors found in the numerical
tests ��0.5%�. This is somewhat to be expected partly
because of the difficulties in reproducing the exact
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geometric configuration of the MC simulations in an
experimental setup and partly because of the intro-
duced measurement noise and inhomogeneous sam-
ples. In addition, the reference data in this analysis
were provided by an IS setup, i.e., the references
themselves are probably not completely accurate.
Furthermore, the calibration models used in the ex-
perimental tests were much less detailed (24 sam-
ples) than the models of the numerical tests (�4000
samples), which in turn also leads to less accurate
models.

The �1, �2, and T plots in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) show
a distinct resemblance between the measured data
and the MC simulated data; however, minor devia-
tions can be observed. These deviations might also be
contributed to slight differences in the geometric con-
figuration of the measurement setup and the MC
simulations. But it should also be noted that the con-
centration of any chromophore in the milk (e.g., pro-
tein and lactose) will also vary as a function of the
water added, i.e., �a and not only �s may vary in Fig.
7(a), as opposed to the MC simulations of Fig. 7(b),
where �a is kept constant on two estimated values,
i.e., 0.1 cm�1 and 0.94, respectively.

When the sample thickness ds � 1.0 mm as in this
case, it is not possible to perform accurate predictions
if �s  100 cm�1 (see Table 3). Thus, from the results
in Fig. 7, it can be concluded that, to properly analyze
milk with a natural fat content �3%–5%�, it is neces-
sary to apply a cuvette with a smaller ds, e.g., 0.5 mm.

5. Conclusions

We have developed a novel method for accurate real-
time determination of the optical properties �a, �s,
and g from spatially and angularly resolved measure-
ments on slab-shaped turbid samples, i.e., solid slabs
or liquid samples in a cuvette.

The method has been tested both numerically us-
ing Monte Carlo simulated data and experimentally
using epoxy phantoms and milk samples. In general,
the results showed a good correlation between the
Monte Carlo simulations the experimental results, as
we also have demonstrated in some of our previous
work.17,25

However, whereas the numerical tests yielded typ-
ical prediction errors of 0.5%, the phantom experi-
ments yielded somewhat larger errors of 3%–6%.
Still, prediction errors of 3%–6% based on data from
real measurements are not discouraging and the er-
rors could probably be further minimized using
larger and more detailed calibration data sets in con-
junction with an improved next-generation instru-
mentation. Such instrumentation is especially
interesting because of its obvious advantages com-
pared with integrating-sphere-based methods, e.g.,
(a) the sample does not have be moved during the
measurements, i.e., real-time analysis is possible; (b)
no bulky spheres are needed; and (c) no technically
complicated collimated transmittance measurements
are required.

Thus we are confident that it is feasible to imple-
ment the presented method in compact and cost-
effective practical instrumentation maintaining a
prediction performance adequate for a variety of ap-
plications.
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